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Lattice Directions are numbered 1 thru 6 in the Miller indices. For the (100) and (110) planes these directions are numbered as 1-6 as: The Miller indices is an index of which direction is the closest to the origin when the two planes are superimposed. See the illustration below. From each plane, the (i) first and (ii) second coordinate directions are toward the origin.
See the Figure below. Indices of Planes: The names of the planes are numbered as the Miller indices. Thus the Miller indices is an index of which direction is the closest to the origin when the two planes are superimposed. Here are the Miller indices of the four planes, with the (100) and (110) lattice planes. The order of the Miller indices is an important concept

when using the Miller indices. The Miller indices order is left to right, right to left, top to bottom, bottom to top, which is the same as the order of the normal (i) and (ii) coordinates. The directions that occur first in the indices are the ones closest to the origin. See the graph below. Examples: The following examples illustrate how to use the Miller indices. The normal
unit vector (a) in the (100) plane has Miller indices (1,2,3,4,5,6). To see that the indices are the closest to the origin The normal unit vector (a) in the (110) plane has Miller indices (1,6,2,5,3,4). To see that the indices are the closest to the origin Summary of Miller Indices: To use Miller indices simply convert the normal unit vectors in your lattice vectors to Miller
indices. Then find the Miller indices for a plane using the formula below. For the (100) plane you will get the following. for the (110) plane you will get the following. This is the Miller indices of the (100) plane this is the Miller indices of the (110) plane More Chemistry Help: This is a Chemistry Study Helper app. It gives quick help for any chemistry problem, that's

the reason I created it. It can also test your knowledge by giving you different quiz questions. It's made to help students of all levels in Chemistry. For more information see the About tab. If you like
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"The vector indices, a, b, c, and d, define a particular direction in reciprocal space and are commonly written in the notation a//2 for convenience. The Miller indices, which we usually just call a, b, c, and d, can be used to describe a crystal and even a crystal imperfection." *The lattice vector a is the first vector in a right-handed coordinate system (see next
paragraph). A//2 is written as a//2 for good reason: the length of a//2 equals a, and each of the other lengths (b, c, or d) is one-half that. *The vector b is the second vector in a right-handed coordinate system, and so on. *The vectors a, b, c, and d are also the basis vectors of the coordinate system used by Miller and/or the International Union of Crystallography. So

a//2 is just the vector a, with one-half its length removed. *The components of the vector a//2 in a right-handed coordinate system are the four numbers: a and one-half a; b and one-half b; c and one-half c; d and one-half d. *The lattice vectors a and b define the direction of the primitive lattice. *Hence a//2 is the vector (a//2). (b//2) is the same as (a//2). (c//2) =
a//2*c//2 = a//2*3/2. (d//2) = 3/2*b//2 = 3/2*2*b. *The vector c equals 2a, which equals a*a. *The vector d equals 2b, which equals b*b. *The d-axis is perpendicular to the plane of a and b and parallel to the plane of a and b with one additional dimension (c). *The b-axis is parallel to the d-axis, so that c//d=c//2a. *The a-axis is parallel to the b-axis and

perpendicular to the plane of a and b. *The a-axis and b-axis are perpendicular and are parallel to each other in the direction d. *You can read more about Miller indices here. *To get the parameters (a, b, c, d) of a Miller index b7e8fdf5c8
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The primitive vectors of any face of the ideal lattice can be described by the Miller indices (a0, b0, c0, alpha0, beta0, gamma0), where a0 and b0 are the lengths of the two axes and c0 is the length of the missing bond. The prime lattice contains the set of a0, b0 and c0 values, which define the basis vectors of the primitive cell. The basis vectors, the primitive cell,
and the reciprocal lattice vectors are the same concept. For example, if the basis vectors are 1 1 1 and 1/1/1 (in the reciprocal cell) then the reciprocal lattice vectors are 1/1/1 and 1/1/1. Miller indices are used to describe a lattice. The Miller indices are defined as the reciprocal of the lattice vectors A, B, C, and D for the face. For example, the Miller indices for the
face (0, 0, 0, 1/1/1) are (1/1/1, 0, 1/1/1). This is obtained by: A=1 B=1 C=1/1 D=1/1 The Miller indices are very useful for describing reciprocal space. A lattice vector from the reciprocal lattice corresponds to a product of the reciprocal cell vectors. For example, the 2 vector in the figure represents the reciprocal lattice vector 3 1/1/1 and the 4 vector represents the
reciprocal lattice vector 9/1/1. Each Miller index is the reciprocal of the sum of the four reciprocal lattice vectors. For example, 3 1/1/1 + 4 1/1/1 + 2 1/1/1 + 4/1/1 = 9/1/1 The Miller indices are also very useful in describing the basis vectors of a reciprocal lattice cube. For example, the basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice cube with the Miller indices (a, b, c) can be
described by: 1/1/1 + 1/1/1 + 1/1/1 + 1/1/1 = 2/1/1 2/1/1 + 2/1/1 + 2/1/1 = 4/1/1 4/1/1 + 4/1/1 + 4/1/1

What's New In?

In topological crystallography, the concepts of Bravais lattices and symmetry elements form a cross product to form the more comprehensive Miller spaces. In crystallography, the reciprocal unit cell is a fundamental mathematical structure called the reciprocal lattice. In the reciprocal unit cell, the basis vectors of the reciprocal lattice (written as dk or Dk) are in
direct correspondence with the basis vectors of the original unit cell (written as ck or Ck). Each reciprocal lattice vector is said to be perpendicular (relative to the original unit cell) to the kth basis vector in that original unit cell. The reciprocal unit cell of a crystal that is not unique, and it is only unique if the transformation matrix T contains integer values only. The
transformation matrix T is defined as follows: T = (1/T(k1) T(k2)…T(kn)) for the basis vectors ck's and Dk's in the reciprocal space. Each reciprocal lattice vector has a corresponding equivalence class that contains a number of symmetry elements: If we have ck + 1 Dk then the symmetry elements of this class are: Thus the total number of symmetry elements in
each class is ck·Dk-1. By proceeding from one basis vector to the next, we can completely describe a transformation matrix T. The basic transformation matrix contains a number of primitive unit vectors expressed in terms of the basis vectors ck and Dk of the reciprocal lattice. Note that the transformation matrix is not unique because it is based on a specific
crystal system. There are many specific forms of transformation matrices that describe certain crystalline systems, such as the special case of real and complex crystals. The transformation matrix may be uniquely determined by the basis vectors, ck and Dk, or the basis vectors, ck and Dk, may be uniquely determined by the transformation matrix. See the e
plane of a sphere for a helpful visualization of a transformation matrix. Note that the transformation matrix is used with the definition of the reciprocal lattice as being normalized such that the coefficient term is equal to 1. I have created a fairly small and easy to use app. This app requires the More Chemistry Help app which can be downloaded for free from
sofware's home page.  The "Miller indices Calculator" will help you learn how to find the Miller indices.  A "printing" option will allow you to print directions for the Miller indices for a particular crystal. **************************************************
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